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Meeting all staff needs

“We have a belief and methodology around five-star service delivery on the
things that matter to our employees,” says Chief HR Officer, Darren Walker.
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Satisfaction on the rise

Everyone relies heavily on robust and reliable IT to succeed – and when they
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need help with their technology and devices, support services, information,
“We have achieved a lot of great results,” says Darren. 16 agents now take
and guidance need to be instantly available.
care of 50,000 employees over 24 states and achieve 90% case deflection.
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Employee satisfaction is also improving due to the case resolution rate;
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97% of cases are now completed under the five-day SLA.

Strategically important platform

To achieve its ambitions for a service desk that provides great support and

Extending ServiceNow further

advice, resolves issues quickly and efficiently, and keeps everyone connected
and productive, EPFL partnered with ServiceNow. With its service desk
The Now Platform also helped Sanford Health when the COVID pandemic
transformed, use of the Now Platform has expanded rapidly, and is now
broke out. Working with ServiceNow it was able to introduce a new form to
established as a “strategically important platform”. It’s used to digitize thousands
make sure employees had the information they needed on how to get back
of weekly supplier invoices, manage vital research funds, enhance its security
to work. This enabled the team of 16 agents to support over 35,000 new
profile, co-ordinate events, and organize all major IT infrastructure projects.
COVID cases.
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The HR and IT teams have also implemented capabilities such as the

Flexible, educational employment

native mobile app and virtual agent to enhance service delivery for their
employees and support a deskless workforce for nurses. “Our aim is to simplify
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Darren.
masterstroke was to staff its service desk with its own students. Who better to
understand and empathize with the needs of students than students themselves?
Up to 80 undergraduates enjoy flexible, educational employment, using the Now
Platform to support fellow students and staff.

Formula for success
It’s a formula for consistent success, with 88% of users surveyed “very satisfied”
with the service desk - a remarkable figure achieved for three consecutive
years. To ensure complete transparency, ServiceNow is enabling EPFL to record,
analyze, and publish reports on its use of hundreds of millions of euros of research
grants, used throughout the university’s departments and laboratories. And by
upgrading and doubling the number of ServiceNow licenses, EPFL is embracing
automation, artificial intelligence, and data analytics to turbocharge its IT.
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